The ‘ILL this with ILLiad @ H’ link is available in many University Libraries databases and is usually found on the detailed record screen—this is the page that displays information about just one item, often one you’ve selected from a list.

For example, in WorldCat, here’s the list of search results for the title Running for Dummies:

Clicking on the first item on the list will bring up the detailed record...
...where you’ll find the ILL this with ILLiad @ H link (next to external resources)

In EBSCOhost, here’s a list of search results for the phrase “zombie invasion”:

1. **The Harvard Doctor Who Accidentally Unleashed a Zombie Invasion.**
   - The article looks at a 2011 episode of the radio show "Coast to Coast" in which the author, a physician and fiction writer, was interviewed about his novel "The Zombie: Autopsies. Secret Notebooks..."
   - Subjects: RADIO programs -- Social aspects; PANIC; ZOMBIES; INTERNET -- Social aspects; POPULAR culture; Internet Publishing and Broadcasting and Web Search Portals; Wireless Telecommunications Carriers; PSYCHOLOGICAL aspects; ZOMBIES; Autopsies: Secret Notebooks From the Apocalypse, The (Book)

2. **NIGHT OF THE LIVING WONKS.**
   - The article presents a discussion of zombies from the perspective of international politics and foreign policy. An argument is presented that the underlying theme of most zombie fiction, involves...
   - Subjects: ZOMBIES; INTERNATIONAL relations; POPULAR culture; POLITICS & culture; WORLD politics; POLITICAL doctrines, International Affairs, Foreign affairs

3. **Starters for ten.**
   - The article presents a quiz and two puzzles related to British culture and politics, including the middle names of celebrities, domestic and foreign politics, and various film roles of the actor...
   - Subjects: CELEBRITIES; GREAT Britain -- Politics & government; ATTENBOROUGH, Richard, 1923-2014

HTML, Full Text
Choosing one of the items will bring up the detailed record...

...where you’ll find the ILL this with ILLiad @ H link on the left:
In the ProQuest databases, you can find the ILL this with ILLiad @ H link on the detailed record page as well, it’s just in a different spot:

Not all databases will display the ILL this with ILLiad @ H link. If you’ve found a citation for material you need and you don’t see the link, just open up a new tab or window, log in to your ILLiad @ H account, select the type of request form you need, and copy/paste the information in to the appropriate fields.